Manufacturer and supplier of the #1 Accessibility solutions to recreation for all!

AccessMat®
AccessDeck™
Water Wheels®

WWW.ACCESSREC.COM
Some of the most beautiful views and most wonderful memories are beachside. Sun on your back, salt water on your lips and sand between toes, a day like this should be enjoyed by everyone. Our range of products does just that! AccessDeck™ and AccessMat®, ADA compliant beach access surfaces, take people of all abilities closer to the water without the stress of battling through sand, while WaterWheels®, our floating beach wheelchair, enables them to enjoy the water.

Our Philosophy

AccessRec prides its business on affordability, quality and efficiency. Although we strive to make our products the most affordable on the market, allowing more beach and recreation communities to expand their accessibility, we also maintain our expectation that these products be the best on the market. To ensure high quality standards, AccessRec focuses on the performance of our products at every stage - from design, to manufacturing and the ultimate end use. Key focus areas included durability, stability and maneuverability. While our products provide all of these things, the highlight is their simplicity. We know that simplicity is particularly important for beach staff. Easy installation and removal allow our mats to be where they are needed the most – entry ramps on the beach to special events. Quick and easy removal also allow for storage off season or in inclement weather, preserving the product as well as your investment.
ACCESSMAT®, ADA compliant beach access surface – polyester roll out mat
Non-woven polyester roll

Hotels & Resorts, Counties, Cities, Towns, National & State Parks, other government and non-profit organizations officials, as well as any individual willing to increase accessibility to their beaches should consider providing our ABA/ADA beach compliant AccessMat®system to comply with the Architectural Barriers Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines.

AccessMat® Beach Access Mats have been specifically developed for use in permanent or temporary recreation access applications. AccessMat® is a portable and removable rollout access route that can be used in a multitude of applications for individuals of all abilities (pedestrians and wheelchairs access), as well as strollers, and more particularly in beach environments.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING

Visually attractive, the blue color of the AccessMat® provides a surface that is highly visible, delineating the route to access recreation areas for people with visual impairments, while the brown color perfectly blends into the landscape.

AccessMat® can be offered in 5’ or 6’ width by 33’, 50’, 75’ and 100’ length and is available in blue or brown color.

AFFORDABLE

Designed & finished in the United States, starting at $7.00 per square foot AccessRec LLC provides the most affordable way to create a beach access route. Especially when compared to the costs required in frequent replacement and extensive installation, maintenance or repair of our competitors, AccessMat® is the most economical solution on the market.

COMFORTABLE AND SAFE

Developed specifically for pedestrian traffic, AccessMat® provides the friendliest surface for barefoot beach goers. Wherever a water pervious, enhanced grip walkway access is required AccessMat® Beach Access Mat® is the solution. AccessMat® polyester material provides the safest edges that do not require secondary finishing.

This highly reduces the risk of injury to bare feet or cutting your hands when installing or removing AccessMat®. Our AccessMat®’s cool surface lends to the barefoot users’ comfort, especially on those hot, sunny days!
DURABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT

AccessMat® will not fray on its edges nor show any kind of wear & tear on the surface during normal use and proper maintenance.

The durability of construction and portability of the product make it the perfect solution for providing accessible beach pathways. Utilizing the benefits of polyester ensures that rigidity and strength are preserved over soft sand surfaces, while the non-woven polyester material is able to contour to undulating surfaces. Weighing only 0.405lbs/sqft AccessMat® can easily be carried by 1-2 people. At the end of the season simply roll back your AccessMat® and store it until the next beach season. Unlike some of our competitors’ products, your mat will remain as lightweight as the first time you put it down, as sand does not get stuck under the flat polyester surface. AccessMat® comes with a 2 yrs. warranty*.

ENVIROMENTALLY FRIENDLY & RECYCLABLE

This environmentally friendly product is easily installed and removed per environmental regulations. The mat is also able to be cut and formed around existing beach structures, in addition to protected native beach dunes. The UV stabilized polyester material is recyclable after use reducing its environmental impact.

QUICK INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

Two people can install a 5’ x 100’ section in less than 10 minutes.

Minimal maintenance - it can be cleaned by use of a broom, blower, or pressure washer – sand goes through the permeable structure of the mat and does not get stuck under the surface of the mat.
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**Connector & Hardware system:** durable connectors that won’t detach under tension – simply insert our innovative plugs and spikes inside the connector’s holes to connect two mats in a seamless manner.

Connector & Hardware are 100% barrier free/ADA compliant.
Premium Plastic Panels

AccessDeck™ (AD) is a high quality mat that is engineered to provide ground protection and to facilitate movement for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic across a large range of, otherwise, unstable surfaces (e.g. sand and mud). AccessDeck™ acts as either a temporary or permanent protective pathway, meeting any situational need.

MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD

AD is constructed using a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) material recognized for its strength-to-density ratio. This material provides a firm support base and traction for a wide variety of recreational activities; in addition, its chemical and weather resistant capabilities, along with its UV protective additives, help preserve and protect AD™ from any damage or deterioration caused by outdoor elements.

Other additional advantages to using the HDPE material are as follows:

- Easy to maintain - Easy to clean
- Sustainable to temperature extremes
- Will not warp, rot, crack, or delaminate
- Anti slip patterns

THE IMPORTANCE OF VERSATILITY

One of the most exciting features of AD™ is its reversible capability. AD™ has a unique integrated tread pattern molded onto each side of the plate to serve a multi-purpose solution. This capability is ideal for situations where the need for wheelchair and pedestrian access is present; however, a rugged tread design may, at one point, be desired.

- On one side AD™ offers a wheelchair/pedestrian friendly, non-slip tread design to guarantee a safe and comfortable access way while still providing a traction-resistant surface for vehicles and/or equipment.
- The second design is our standard rigid surface that offers additional mat traction to the ground, helping to prevent mat slippage or spin out. This design is specific to larger vehicular traffic (i.e. machine equipment and ATVs).
VISUALLY APPEALING
AD™ is manufactured in blue and in tan. The blue color of the mat is perfect for standing out while the tan color blends in nicely with its natural surroundings. The blue and tan colored plates are not only aesthetically pleasing to the eye, but integrates well with our beach accessibility roll out matting systems, which we also offer in blue and in brown.

NEW MEASUREMENTS YIELD GREAT BENEFITS
It contains 4 connection holes (one at each corner) and 6 additional holes that allow the panels to be connected in a variety of configurations.

• The standard weight of one panel is 69lbs (31.3kg).
• Each panel has a width and length of 4ft x 6ft.
• It measures 0.5in (12.7mm) in thickness.
• Handles up to 80 tons.
• It contains 4 connection holes (one at each corner) and 4 additional holes (2 each at the center of 6ft length side) that allow the panels to be connected in a variety of configurations.
• 7 Yrs. warranty

The dimensions of AD™ make it more manageable and transportable. The installation and removal process is both quick and easy and requires no more than 2 people to complete the job (no tools or machinery necessary). AD™ consumes less space, it is easier to store and ship and, therefore, the overall cost is less.

AccessRollo also offers:

Mr. Boardwalk®, a roll out wooden walkway system made of Trex® or Teak.

PathMat™, a roll out oscillated elastomeric PE blend mat only offered in 5’ x 33” long.
**Enjoy the water with family & friends!**

WaterWheels® is perfect for all wheelchair users and those with special needs.

WaterWheels® is designed to give users the Ideal Outdoor Experience. With the floatable armrests and tires, WaterWheels® easily transports you from the beach to the water! Enjoy the ocean or pool while relaxing in your WaterWheels®!

**ENJOY THE COMFORT OF WATERWHEELS®!**

WaterWheels® is designed with our customers in mind. The wheelchair provides users with long lasting comfort so they can relax, recline and enjoy the outdoors!

The disabled community can now enjoy the beach, ocean, lake, waterpark & poolside with the reliability & comfort of WaterWheels®

It is simply the highest quality floating beach chair for the most affordable price!

---

**COMFORTABLY MOVE FROM PLACE TO PLACE!**

WaterWheels® is a three-wheeled buggy that is designed such that the user remains in a reclined position in an ergonomic chair. The WaterWheels® seat has 3 positions, one to transition the user to the chair and two to recline the chair. These are adjusted by pulling a chain on the back for use and floating.

---

**CONVENIENTLY STORE & TRANSPORT YOUR WATERWHEELS®!**

WaterWheels® is composed of 6 different parts: the frame, 2 armrests and 3 big wheels, and is easily assembled and disassembled in a matter of minutes without any tools! The wheelchair folds to allow you to conveniently transport in any vehicle or store until your next use!

WaterWheels® is the most advanced and the best floating beach wheelchair on the market. This is the ONLY floating beach chair that successfully passed the dimensional, performance, static, impact and fatigue tests according to RESNA WC-1.2009.

---

- Max Weight capacity: 300 lbs
- WW Weight: 60 lbs
- Package dimension: 58” x 16” x 28”

---

Waterproof back pocket
Floating armrest
Seat belt
3 different seat adjustments
16” Rubber pneumatic
12” Rubber pneumatic

---

**WW length: 65”**

---

**WW width: 46”**

---

**WW height: 47”**

---
AccessRec LLC also offers:

De-Bug
DeBug all terrain surf wheelchairs, glide with ease over sand, gravel, grass, and other uneven terrains All DeBugs are made of stainless steel.

PVC Chairs
Our two chairs are made of durable PVC construction and non-corrosive wheels. Because it is made with a high-quality UV protected PVC frame, you can even take it right into the salt water. It won’t chip, peel, rust, fade or discolor. Because of their affordable price, these are the most popular beach wheelchairs on the market, making it the ideal donation from the Lions Club, Elks, etc.

AccessRec Europe – Europe headquarter
Our customers have quickly embraced AccessRec products. In response AccessRec expanded internationally to appeal to its customer’s needs all over the world. Our successful products and customers’ satisfaction motivated Yannick Ragon, Sebastien’s brother, to implement AccessRec Europe in March 2015. AccessRec Europe is conveniently located in Nancy, France, at the center of Europe, to easily and quickly meet customers’ needs in Europe, the Middle East or Africa. AccessRec Europe offers the same wonderful range of products to improve safe access to water-based recreation. AccessRec Europe is proud to have many customers all over the world and hopes that you will soon become a customer of ours.

Sebastien Ragon
Sebastien has over a decade of experience in the water-based access industry. His expertise includes negotiating and collaborating with city officials, park managers, other government and non-profit organizations, as well as individuals, in the acquisition process to close deals ranging from $1,000 to $3.5 million dollars. His strong ethical approach of confronting any challenge continues to make him a great partner with distributors, agents, contractors and governmental clients. He prides himself on innovative thinking which has resulted in improving and creating new products nationally, as well as internationally. Sebastien has participated in several hearings with the U.S. Access Board and the American Shore & Beach Preservation Association to discuss and establish ADA beach access routes. His expertise, experience and sensitivity were invaluable in assessing the need for ADA guidelines which mandates access to beaches for all. Sebastien has also participated in numerous conferences, trade shows and trainings such as the ADA Symposium, National Recreation & Parks Association (NRPA), American Shore & Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA), to stay in the forefront of the Accessibility and Recreation Industries. Sebastien is always ready to roll up his sleeves to help clients with installations or to demonstrate the superior quality of AccessRec products. He values the feedback of clients first hand by being available in the field to assess immediate and future needs. Although, Sebastien began his work improving access for ALL in 2004, his personal experience of rehabilitating from a stroke in 2013, further sealed both his and Kristen’s commitment to therapeutic recreation and availability. Sebastien proudly attributes his recovery to his characteristic perseverance and hard work, and undeniably, Kristen’s dedication and support. This successful teamwork is reflected in their work ethic, creating the foundation of AccessRec.

AccessRec, LLC – USA headquarter
An American family owned business, AccessRec was founded in March 2013 by Sebastien Ragon, his wife, Kristen Welch Ragon and John Raffanello in Clifton, NJ - USA. The development of AccessRec was truly inspired by both Sebastien and Kristen’s passion for leisure and recreational activities, as a holistic approach for healthy living. In 2011 (while working for another roll out matting system manufactured in France) Sebastien met John who was engaged to repair Mobi-Mat® Recpath products distributed by Deschamps Mats Systems Inc. Together, they formed AccessRec, with the mission of providing safe, effective access to recreational opportunities for individuals of all abilities. From beach access chairs to beach accessibility mats, AccessRec offers a wide range of products to improve safe access to water-based recreation. Let us assist you in making your outdoor space more accessible for ALL!

John Raffanello / New Jersey Wire Cloth Company, Inc.
John has an extensive experience in the polyester matting Industry. John took over the family business, NJWC, originally established in 1959. John and Seb have been partnering to manufacture AccessMat®, the world’s best ADA compliant beach access mats! John’s customer service is unmatched and his final product is always backed with satisfaction guaranteed.